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SERVICE MANUAL 3611 

PC-57 PLUG-IN TYPE CODE TRANSMITTER 
FORD. C. OPERATION 

I. GENERAL 

This service specification provides information for the inspection, adjust
ment and shop repair of Style PC-57 plug-in type code transmitters. These 
transmitters are d-c. operated and have one front-back "power" contact for 
control of external functions. 

The code frequency is determined and accurately maintained by mechanical 
tuning of the spring-supported pendulum with adjusting weights. 

Il. FIELD INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

Field inspection of the con.tacts should be made at frequent intervals to 
determine that they are in good condition and have appreciable compression. 
The contact may tend to roughen slightly and discolor without any harm to the 
operation and the transmitter need not be removed from service unless this 
condition becomes aggravated. The condition of the contacts can be determined 
by visual observation with the transmitter operating normally. 

A more accurate test of contact wear can be made by checking the "on
time" with a "code meter" UJ62206, .formerly Pc. 273016 or UJ62108, formerly 
Pc. 103422. If the on-time is less than 38% measured at the rated minimum 
voltage (Table 2), the transmitter should be removed for shop inspection. 

Once each year the calibration values of code transmitters should be checked 
and recorded. If the starting voltage and code speed do not meet the calibration 
values of Table 2 of this specification or if the contact "on-time" is less than 
38% as explained above, the transmitter should be removed from service for 
shop inspection and adjustment. 

m. SHOP INSPECTION AND REPAm 

A~-· Recommended Shopping Periods 

Code transmitters should be given shop inspection at intervals of two or 
three years. At this inspection the contacts should be cleaned and dressed or 
replaced (where necessary), and readjusted to meet the openings as given under 
'' Contact Adjustments''. 
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B. Replacement of Contact Parts 

Shop repairs should consist of replacing badly worn or burned contacts, 
and correcting any condition which might contribute to improper transmitter 
operation. Each contact spring and contact post is separate and with care can 
be replaced without affecting the other contacts. Proper care should be exer
cised when contacts are replaced to make certain that the hinge spring supports 
are not forced out of line sufficiently to cause a set which will throw the other 
contacts out of line or render the hinges susceptible to breakage. 

Contacts which are not to be replaced may be dressed, if necessary, by 
filing lightly with a "Rimac - Flexstone" (#4 contact) file and cleaned by passing 
a piece of high grade bond paper between them. 

C. Mechanical Adjustments 

In making all mechanical and contact adjustments, the transmitter must be 
mounted in a level position. The armature position with respect to the pole 
pieces, when viewed from the side of the relay, ~hould be adjusted to the limits 
shown in Fig. 1, by shifting the pole pieces slightly or rearranging the tuning 
weights on the armature. 

ARMATURE POLE PIECE 

FIG. 1 

The armature should be centered between the pole pieces with a minimum 
clearance of 1/16" plus or minus 1/64" from either pole piece when moved to a 
position between the poles. 

When the armature is pulled back to approximately the full stroke position 
and then released, the pendulum should continue to oscillate with appreciable 
amplitude for a minimum of ten complete cycles. 

D. Contact Adjustments 

With the l!:ransmitter in a level position and with the pendulum free to op
erate, adjust the contacts as follows: 

(a) At the start of the adjustment all contacts should be moved out of en
gagement. The pendulum must hang free and be practically vertical. Pendulum 
position should be checked any time that tuning weights are added. 

(b) Adjust initial pressure of all contacts against their stops to be from 4 
to 6 grams measured at the contact tips. 

(c) When the transmitter is yiewed from the side with the base to the ob
server's left, the power contacts are on the side next to the observer and the 
"left" contacts (one driving and one power contact) are next to the base as 
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shown in Fig. 2. With the transmitter in this position, all "right" and "left" 
contacts and the adjustable stops should be adjusted per Table 1, Items 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5 and 8. 

When contact adjustment has been completed, the lock nuts should be tight
ened and the settings checked. 

POWER CONTACTS DRIVING CONTACTS 

LEFT RIGHT LEF"T RIGHT 

FIG. 2 

IV. SHOP CALIBRATION 

For the ''starting'' test, it is permissible to use either a potentiometer 
circuit or resistance in series with the transmitter coil to obtain a variable 
voltage. For all other tests, the voltage must be obtained directly from battery 
using a loading resistor or changing the rectifier charging rate to adjust the 
voltage between individual cell steps. The voltage should be applied to the plus 
and minus terminals as indicated in Fig. 3, a rear view of the transmitter or 
mounting base showing the terminal arrangement and markings used to identify 
the mounting base terminals. In all cases the voltmeter should be connected 
directly across the plus and minus terminals. 

A. Starting 

c::::::J 

+ 
c::::::::, 
10 

FIG. 3 

c::::::J 
1H 

c::::::J 
1F 

With the pendulum at rest, voltage should be gradually raised from a low 
value until the pendulum begins to oscillate. The voltage at this point must not 
exceed the ·'maximum starting" voltage given in Table 2. 

B. Code Speed 

The code speed is adjusted to the value given in Table 2 by operating the 
transmitter at nominal rated voltage and varying the number and size of tuning 
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weights as required. The code speed should be checked at the maximum and 
minimum rated voltages and sl:ould be within the limits specified in Table 2. 

In determining the final code speed, the nunjbPr of operations should be 
counted over a three minute pe l'iod in order to ottd.in accuracy. An operation 
or Veeder counter and stop watch may be u~ed for this purpose. The inspector 
must be certain that the counter is fallowing the code accurately. 

For permissible modification of the drive contact settings see Table 1, 
Items 6 and 7. 

C. On-Time 

Power contact on-time should be between 42 Jo and 48%. In the event that 
on-time of any contact at rated minimum voltage is below 42%, the contact ad
justment shall be carefully checked and changed as necessary, observing the 
limits specified in Table 1. At rated maximum voltage the on-time of both left 
and right power contacts should be approximately the same. 

D. Amplitude 

The amplitude of the pendulum should be checked at the rated maximum 
voltage given in Table 2. The amplitude should not be so great that the pendulum 
strikes any fixed part of the transmitter with the exception of the stops. 

V. CONTACT RESISTANCE 

The resistance of each set of power contacts should be measured with the 
pendulum held in such a position that the contact compression is approximately 
O. 010". Resistance should not exceed 0. 04 ohm for these silver-platinum con
tacts. 

VI. CARE IN HANDLING 

It is very important that these transmitters be handled carefully in order 
that no undue stresses be applied to the contact bar hinge structure, which 
might throw the contacts out of adjustment or impair the life of the hinge spring. 

A shipping screw, which firmly holds the armature, is applied to the trans
mitter when it leaves our factory. The screw should be removed when the 
transmitter is placed in service and retained for subsequent use in case it later 
becomes necessary to transport the transmitter from place to place. 

VII. ASSEMBLY OF COVER 

The cover must fit freely with clearance from all parts of the transmitter. 
There should be at least 1/8" clearance between the cover and any moving part. 

Three types of covers have been used on plug-in relays, the one-piece deep 
glass cover, the one-piece plastic cover, and the two-piece cover consisting of 
a bakelite shell and a shallow glass cover. On relays with the one-piece cover 
the gasketis assembled so the bead fits into the corresponding groove in the re
lay base. The gasket need not be cemented to the base. 

On relays with the two-piece cover, the bakelite shell fits into the groove 
in the base without a gasket, and a gasket without bead is used between the shell 
and cover. Adhesive is used on both sides of the gasket. 
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Two methods have been used for fastening covers on plug-in relays: 

A. On older relays metal bushings are assembled in the cover holes against 
the brass support casting and projecting outside the cover. Resilient washers 
are applied on the outside of the glass around the bushings so they extend 1/32" 
to 3/64" beyond the bushings. The locking plate and handle are then fastened 
down and the lead seal applied. 

B. On newer relays the cover is compressed against rubber bushings as 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the method of assembly when the brass 
support casting "C" has bosses just under the handle. This method is recom
mended for older relays when overhauling. Materials needed to apply this later 
cover fastening to a single relay are covered by ordering reference S. B. M. 
244315. Fig. 5 shows the latest method of assembly when the brass casting has 
no bosses and may be undercut directly beneath the handle. Older type relays 
can not use this type of cover fastening unless a machining operation is per
formed on the- brass support casting. 

FIG. 4 FIG.!> 

COVER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Apply limiting studs "A" with nut "E" and lock washer "F" to brass 
support casting '' C'' as shown but do not lock in position. 

2. Place relay cover "D" in position but do not assemble compression 
bushings ''B''. 

3. Using large screw driver or special wrench in slots of limiting studs, 
adjust until tops of studs are flush with tops of ground bosses of relay cover. 

4. Remove relay cover, holding limiting studs fixed in their adjusted posi
tion, and jam the lock nuts "E" tightly to hold the limiting studs securely in 
place. Bend sheet metal lock washers "F" to lock against edge of casting and 
against flats of the lock nuts. 

5. Assemble compression bushings (flats toward sides of relay for glass 
cover). 

6. Apply relay cover, handle "G'', plate "W" and screws "H". Alter
nately tighten screws, compressing bushing' 'B'' until handle is clamped securely 
against the top of the limiting studs. 

7. Apply lead seal "J" in the normal manner. 
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VITI. RELAY INDEXING 

The following data defines the indexing that has been established for relays 
covered by this specification. 

A. The index code always consists of a combination of letters and is used 
for both the relay base and its rack mounting base. 

B. The index code for each relay is marked on the name plate attached to 
the front of the relay. 

C. The index code for each mounting base is marked on the upper half of 
the base. 

D. Relays and mounting bases manufactured previous to August 1, 1945, do 
not have the index code marked. 

E. It is important that when relays equipped with indexing are repaired that 
the index pins and holes are located as on the original relays to correspond with 
the mounting bases. Fig. 6 shows a typical indexing combination for these 
relays. 

F. The index letters refer to specific locations for pins and for mating holes 
to match. In the typical example shown below the pins are shown "•" and holes 
"

0
". If more complete information for indexing is desired, it will be supplied 

on request. 
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TABLE 1 

STYLE PC-57 CODE TRANSMITTER 

Contact Adjustments Inches 
Item Adjustment 180 Code 240 Code 270 Code -

1 Starting with all contacts open, set left 
power contact to dimension "A" (Fig. 2) 
equal to ...................... 0.013-0.017 0.013-0.017 0.008-0.012 

2 Set right power contact to dimension "B" 
(Fig. 2) equal to ................ 0.004-0.008 0.004-0.008 0.004-0.008 

3 Set left drive contact to just make when 
"A", power contact opening, equals ... 0.032-0.036 0.032-0.036 0.020-0.024 

4 Set right drive contact to just make when 
"B", power contact opening, equals ... 0.021-0.025 0.021-0.025 0.019-0.023 

5 Set stops for opening with power contact 
on same side just making .......... 0.080 0.045-0.050 0.080 

6 In tuning and adjusting, the compression 
of the left drive contact may be varied 
so it just makes when power contact 
opening "A" equals .........•.... 0.032-0.042 0.032-0.042 0.020-0.030 

7 In tuning and adjusting, the compression 
of the right drive contact may be varied 
so it just makes when power contact 

c opening "B" equals .•.....•...... 0.021-0.031 0.021-0.031 0.019-0.029 z 
0 

8 With the left power contact just making, z 
w the right power contact opening shall be 0.018-0.022 0.018-0.022 0.013-0.017 I 

:::j O"I 
0 ...... :c ...... IP ... 
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)> 
r 
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TABLE 2 

PC-57 CODE TRANSMITTERS 

Rated Coil Voltages Code Frequency-Cycles per Min. 
Code Res. Rated Rated Rated Max. At Rated At Min. At Max. 
Speed Ohms Nominal Min. Max. Starting Voltage Voltage Voltage 

180 50 10 8 12 6.3 183-185 181 187 

180 70 12 10 15 7.5 183-185 181 187 

180 125 16 12 20 10.0 183-185 181 187 

240 50 10 8 12 6.3 239-241 235 243 

240 70 12 10 15 7.5 239-241 236 243 

240 125 16 12 20 10.0 239-241 234 244 

270 70 12 10 15 7.5 269-271 266 275 

WRITTEN BY: ~G~ll;·U:dfAPPROVED BY: ~, Cf~ 
CHECKED BY:.~ 11-i1.-.,.,_ DATE: /;l - :2.:J.. - S-¥, 
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Section IX 
Parts List 

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL m 
The figures on the following pages illustrate and list 

the major replacement parts for the PC-57 Code Transmitter. 
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